). In contrast, we found that both MED sites were
Figure 1. Origin of the MS and E Blastomeres and Alignment of the GATA-Like Zinc Finger of MED-1 (
A) The C. elegans mesendodermal precursor (EMS), shown at the four-cell stage, generates the MS (mesoderm) and E (endoderm) progenitors, which are specified by the med-1,2 genes. Although MS and E are sister cells, they give rise to completely different lineage patterns (Sulston et al., 1983) . The E fate is specified by the direct activation of end The rigid consensus and apparent requirement of at least two MED-1 sites for in vivo expression of end-1 sugwith the GATA site intact) eliminated MED-1 binding to the end-1 fragment. Moreover, neither WGATAR site in gested that it might be possible to identify new mesendoderm genes by searching for regulatory regions that end-1 or end-3 showed any evidence of DNase I protection by MED-1 (data not shown). The finding that contain clusters of MED sites. Using WormEnhancer (http://www.wormenhancer.org), we identified 12 se-MED-1 does not recognize a canonical binding site was not predicted from its primary amino acid sequence, as quences in the C. elegans genome containing at least two nonoverlapping MED sites within 100 bp of each its single C 4 zinc finger most strongly resembles those of the GATA class of transcription factors (Lowry and other. Based on preliminary characterization of genes associated with these clusters, we widened the search Atchley, 2000; Maduro et al., 2001). However, its finger is different at some of the key residues known to make consensus to 5#-RAGTATAC-3# and identified 50 clusters. We narrowed the list to 21 candidate genes based base-specific contacts within the GATA core, and the finger overall is the most divergent of the C. elegans on the proximity of the clusters to a nearby coding re- Figure 2E ). Class A, represented tivity is sufficient to specify mesoderm tissues normally generated in the MS lineage, we examined the effect by three genes, sox-1, hlh-28, and hlh-29, are expressed in all cells of the early MS and E lineages; thus, of broadly expressing hs-hlh-25 in mutant backgrounds that greatly reduce the amount of pharynx or body wall these genes are apparently activated wherever MED-1,2 are expressed. Class B includes three putative tranmuscle. In skn-1 mutant embryos, no pharynx tissue is made, and ectopic C lineage-type muscle is instead scription factors, tbx-35, hlh-25, and hlh-27, expressed exclusively in the early MS lineage. The MED transcription factors (which are nearly identical in sequence and expression) differentially activate E-specific and MS-specific gene expression. For example,
